


Attachment — Additional Questions for the Record 
 
 
The Honorable Michael C. Burgess, M.D. 
 
I agree that the current pill press proposal – in discussion draft form – needs to be more narrowly 
tailored. This concept was raised in the President’s Commission as a recommendation – it’s 
number 25. Here’s what it says: “The importation of tableting machines (pill presses) is 
regulated by DEA. DEA has recently enhanced importation regulations by replacing paper 
reporting with an electronic process. However, the active use of pill presses remains 
unregulated.” 
 
While DEA currently can inspect a registrant’s use of controlled substances in their usable form 
to verify they are properly stored and used for their stated, registered purposes, the DEA 
currently cannot inspect pill presses to verify that the equipment is not being used to produce 
counterfeit drugs. 
 
The intent of the draft legislation (the Tableting and Encapsulating Machine Regulation Act of 
2018) is to capture criminal practices of pill presses being used to produce counterfeit drugs and 
not create a burden on legitimate industries. 
 

1. Do you have any creative ways we could do this without causing unnecessary harm on 
legitimate industries, like over-the-counter products or dietary supplements? 

 
You point out that under existing law, each person selling a tableting or encapsulating machine 
must report the transaction to DEA. A quick search on eBay yesterday produced 572 results. 
Some of these machines can produce 5,000 pills per hour. 
 

2. Is the DEA requiring transaction reports on these products? 
 

3. What is the difference in a pill press bought on eBay to tablet or encapsulate illicit 
synthetic fentanyl versus one used by a legitimate licensed manufacturer? 

 
You also note that existing manufacturers of controlled substances have systems in place be sure 
they’re in compliance with DEA standards and rules. But this proposal is targeting illicit drugs. 
 

4. Do you have any suggestions on how we can differentiate between the legitimate and 
counterfeit use of these machines? 
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